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Abstract: Biometric security and screening systems have revolutionized border crossings. As bodies
move across the physical space of the borderland, the border moves through them, scanning and
cataloguing and scrutinizing bodies for irregularity. While such technologies have been scrutinized,
they have largely been so through heteronormative and cisnormative lenses that fail to recognize the
vastly different experiences of nonbinary, nonconforming, transgender, and queer border crossers.
This paper examines the implications of what we argue is the individualization of the border, and the
effects of biometric security screenings for people whose bodies do not conform to heteronormative
and cisnormative standards. We argue that border securitization increasingly equates body differences
to narratives of threat and risk, which endangers nonbinary, trans, and queer border crossers, and
places their safe passage at risk.
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1. Introduction
Borders represent perhaps one of the greatest paradoxes of our time: While barriers to economic
flows are dismantled, it is clear that borders remain highly significant as arbiters of human flows.
Recent events, including the Schengen crisis in Europe, as well as the “build the wall” campaign in the
United States, reveal that borders have a persistent role as pillars of national identity, sites of exclusion
and expulsion, and as mechanisms to create spaces of exception.1 The border represents a physical,
spatial, and symbolic marker between those who are in, and who are not and provides a focal point
for concerns for the policing and securing of these boundaries.2 Border processes—especially as they
pertain to border-crossers and migrants—are thus far from neutral arbiters of flows. Following Hannah
Arendt’s observation that sovereignty is “nowhere more absolute” than in the processes through which
states expel and deny access to their territory, the border is a key mechanism for stratifying human
mobility and in so clarifies and articulates the rights and claims of those who are already inside a
territory.3 Borders thus both generate and bound citizenship.
Yet, as Salter has argued, the border represents a perpetual ‘state of exception’: At the moment at
which we cross a border, the legal norms and rights of citizenship are suspended.4 This extra-legality of
the border-zone is heightened and intensified for border-crossers who have precarious and contingent
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claims to citizenship, especially refugees. The purpose of this paper is to examine how the border
operates as an arbiter of the rights of refugees claiming asylum on the basis of sexual orientation,
gender identity or expression (SOGIE).
Such claims are made even more difficult when cultural factors are added to the mix; in many
countries where sexual orientation or gender identity are sources of discrimination or oppression, they
are also the focus of cultural taboos, making public acknowledgment a source of intense shame. To
compound this already thorny issue, immigration and refugee agents in Canada have, for many years,
operated under a legal regime formed of a patchwork of legal statutes, court rulings, departmental
guidelines, and memoranda. As a result, SOGIE claimants may be faced with rejection of their
applications due to a lack of clearly established procedural guidelines, rather than from a lack of
demonstrated need or justified fear of persecution. This risk is heightened for claimants whose gender
identity places them outside the narrow confines of Western patterns of heteronormativity—whose
queerness (and very reason for their attempts to claim refugee status) establishes their bodies and
identities as different and therefore subject to greater levels of scrutiny.
It is this challenge to the Canadian immigration and refugee system that impelled the investigation
presented in this paper: the examination of the conditions and challenges faced by queer asylum
seekers as they attempt to navigate their crossing of the Canadian border. Through this investigation,
we illustrate the dynamic relationship between borders and bodies—specifically the bodies of queer
and transgender refugee claimants—that illustrates the ways in which borders and the practice of
navigating borders is performative, as gender itself is performative. Further, we illustrate how these
performative interactions extend beyond the immediate intersection of queer and transgender bodies
with the geopolitical borderline and the agents responsible for policing it, drawing out the performance
of bordering through time and space such that the borderland of queer and transgender crossings
becomes a four-dimensional maze wherein claimants must at different times contend with competing
fragments of legislation or bureaucratic ‘guidelines’.
These challenges have not gone unrecognized by the Canadian government. In early 2017, the
Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada (IRB) released an updated set of guidelines and procedures
for its personnel and included in this updated guide was a section entitled “Proceedings before the IRB
involving Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Expression”. The purpose of the guidelines
was, in the words of the IRB:
. . . to promote greater understanding of cases involving sexual orientation and gender
identity and expression (SOGIE) and the harm individuals may face in presenting their
cases before the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada (IRB) and establishes guiding
principles for decision-makers in adjudicating cases involving SOGIE.5
The details of these new guidelines provide an important glimpse into the operational realities of
the IRB and are at once a validation of the unique experiences of trans, queer, and nonbinary refugee
claimants and an area for concern for that very group, due to an apparent contradiction between the
wording of these guidelines and an earlier precedent in Canadian law.
In 1993, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled in AG v. Ward that a “particular social group” (a
term sitting at the heart of Canadian refugee law) should be interpreted to mean “ . . . groups defined
by an innate or unchangeable characteristic” (emphasis ours).6 For queer and transgender refugee
applicants, their status as belonging to “a particular social group”, while prima facie true, is problematic
considering the legal meaning of that term. In effect, the legal precedent laid down in Ward establishes
that refugee claimants attempting to use their gender or sexual orientation as grounds for seeking
asylum can do so only if they are able to convince individual refugee claims officers that their gender
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or sexual orientation are ‘innate’ or ‘unchangeable’, a position that many transgender claimants are
unable or unwilling to adopt.
Effectively, the Canadian refugee system’s current practice erases transgender and
gender-nonconforming claimants’ identities by relying on outdated and incorrect assessments of
what their identities ‘ought’ to look like under Canadian law. Where queer, trans, nonbinary, and
nonconforming gender identities are rooted in fluidity, Canadian refugee protections for gender and
sexual minorities requires such identifications to be fixed and immutable—two criteria that omit queer
claimants’ identities. In effect, this results in claimants whose identities are fluid being forced to
conform to rigid patterns of gender identity and expression imposed upon them at the border. Further,
while subsequent attempts at correcting this glaring legislative gap in refugee law do provide officials
with greater direction in the processing of SOGIE claims, the resultant legislative landscape remains
fractured and unfair to claimants whose identities—and therefore the foundations for their claims of
persecution—remain ill-defined by the very systems on which their petitions for asylum rest.
We argue that the impact that Canada’s piecemeal and incomplete approach to refugee law
and the asylum-seeking process has on queer and transgender claimants is that their identities
are effectively rendered invisible by a system that lacks sufficient understanding of the realities of
transgender claimants’ experiences and identities. While queer, trans, and nonbinary, nonconforming
claimants’ gender identities and expression—and frequently sexual identities and expression—emerge
from socially constructed narratives of sex and gender, the Canadian refugee system relies on
categorizations of these identities grounded in understandings that are both deterministic and
essentialist. We argue that the ad hoc nature of contemporary refugee and asylum policy in Canada
is, with respect to queer and transgender claimants—and indeed most other gender-nonconforming
identities—critically underdeveloped.
2. History
The story of immigration in Canada is replete with examples of exclusionary measures directed
against marginalized populations.7 The issue for queer and trans populations, however, is even more
complicated, as the cultural and political recognition of these populations is relatively recent. While
there is a long history of gender variance globally, the increased rationalization and bureaucratization
of nation-building projects, coupled with the medicalization—and pathologization—of gender and
sexuality in the late 19th and 20th centuries across both Europe itself and where Europeans had
colonized added a new dimension to the process of gender variant bodies crossing national borders.
In the Canadian context, the specific issue—and problematizing—of queer and trans immigration
emerged during the Cold War, when the Canadian government, along with Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) border agents, became concerned with screening out applicants who were believed to
represent a specific security risk: “character weakness”.8 In December, 1950, a government committee
in charge of revising the Immigration Act added a new prohibited class: “homosexuals, lesbians, and
persons coming to Canada for any immoral purpose”.9 The version assented on 4 July 1952 had the
following clauses for prohibited persons in Section 5(e): “prostitutes, homosexuals, or persons living
on the avails of prostitution or homosexualism (sic), pimps, or persons coming to Canada for these or
any other immoral purposes . . . ”10
The issue of queer and trans refugee asylum was not a concern for Western states until the
United Nations Higher Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) convention was ratified by 1954. The
introductory note to the UNHCR convention states that:
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. . . it was a post-Second World War instrument” limited “in scope to persons fleeing events
occurring before 1 January 1951 and within Europe. The 1967 Protocol removed these
limitations and thus gave the Conventions universal coverage.11
The convention defined a refugee as someone “who is unable or unwilling to return to their
country of origin owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership to a particular social group, or political opinion”;12 the commitment to the
protection of “particular social groups” was added at the urging of Sweden, whose representative
stated that “ . . . experience has shown that certain refugees had been persecuted because they belonged
to particular social groups . . . Such cases existed, and it would be as well to mention them explicitly”13 .
This updated definition was important, as it assisted diplomats, advocates, and other stakeholders in
creating a definition of ‘refugee’ that was not tied solely to nationality and, when applied, expanded
refugee status to those who have a basis to fear persecution, rather than tying refugee status to a
specific crisis or nationality, and expanded the list of reasons that would warrant the application of
refugee status.14
In effect, the changes to the convention meant that members of groups falling outside of the
categories of race, religion, political opinion or nationality had become eligible to claim refugee
status, dramatically expanding the scope of what sorts of categories of people could do so. As
with other international agreements, the implementation of the convention—as well as its specific
interpretations vis a vis a state’s obligations—fell to individual members to implement according to
their own legal traditions. In Canada, refugee claims making use of the “membership to a specific
social group” provision tend to be informed by two principle texts: the Matter of Acosta decision and
James Hathaway’s interpretative text, The Law of Refugee Status.
The 1985 case Matter of Acosta was cited as key precedent by the Canadian scholar James Hathaway
and then by AG v. Ward, which cited both Acosta and Hathaway. Acosta was different in its approach
to defining a particular social group because it applied the principle of eiusdem generis—or “of the
same kind or nature” —to its interpretation of the nondiscrimination principle. In other words, to be a
member of a “particular social group” was to be treated no differently than a claim rooted in a person’s
race, religion or nationality. Since these latter categories were treated as ‘unchangeable’ or ‘immutable’
characteristics of a person’s identity, eiusdem generis had the practical effect of making membership in
particular social groups ‘immutable’ as well.
In effect, this ruling meant that “membership to a specific social group” required that membership
be tied to characteristics that were understood to be immutable or fundamental.15 In applying
principles of nondiscrimination and weighing immutable or fundamental characteristics, membership
in groups not listed in the convention can meet the definition of a refugee, namely, claims based on
gender or sexuality. In the Matter of Acosta, the US Department of Justice deportation board, in their
decision wrote that:
The other grounds of persecution in the Act and the Protocol listed in association with
‘membership in a particular social group’ are persecution on account of ‘race’, ‘religion’,
‘nationality’, and ‘political opinion’. Each of these grounds describes persecution aimed an
immutable characteristic: a characteristic that either is beyond the power of an individual to
change or is so fundamental to individual identity or conscience that it ought not be required
to change.16
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Acosta thus established a legal precedent that linked gender and sexual identity—in all its forms
and variations—to immutable, essentialist articulations of gender and sexual identity. Under this legal
regime, claimants can only ‘rightly’ be considered refugees if their fears of persecution can be shown
to be related to an immutable characteristic of their being.
The development of jurisprudence which opened the way for refugee claims based on sexual
orientation thus took place in an extremely narrow and limited context. Interpretations like Acosta
emerged from a period where the legal exclusion of homosexuals was still in effect throughout the
Global North. In the United States, for example, it was not until the 1990 Immigration Act that gays
and lesbians were no longer excluded from migration; it was not until 2010 that HIV-positive people
were no longer an excluded class. While still denying the rights of homosexual citizens, Canada, in
1976, amended the Immigration Act by adopting the definition of a refugee as defined by the UN
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and removing homosexuals as an excluded class.
Yet despite these alterations (and modernizations) to the Immigration Act, the experiences of
gender-nonconforming and trans refugees at the borders remain fraught with difficulty; though
jurisprudential shifts have been observed, they have often trailed cultural shifts and developments
and as a result have often lagged far behind more recent changes in the understanding of sexuality,
sexual orientation, and gender identity. Beyond the slow pace of legislative change, cultural attitudes
regarding queer, trans, and gender-nonconforming people’s identities and experiences often remain
negative, adding an additional layer of difficulty to an already marginalized group of people as they
seek to navigate the Canadian refugee system.
3. Biometrics, ‘Suspicious’ Bodies, and the Construction of the ‘Ideal’ Citizen
Since the events of 9/11, border securitization has become the standard—indeed the
principle—region of concern for North American states. This preoccupation was clearly spelled
out in agreements such as the Smart Border Accord of 2001, which emphasized the role of the border as
a security barrier, even as it attempted to maintain pre-9/11 levels of cross-border trade.17 While much
of the language of such agreements emphasizes the permanence—and selective permeability—of the
physical border (through checkpoints, customs agents and other physical and institutional barriers at
points of entry), many of the initiatives had the effect of ‘stretching’ the border deep inside the state,
through programs such as the NEXUS and FAST preclearance programs.18 Like border checkpoints and
other physical barriers to entry, preclearance programs form another layer of a nation’s security regime,
but unlike physical border controls, preclearance systems in effect distantiate the individual from the
category of claims-seeker. As with “intent-management” at the Australian border (where pre-clearance
type strategies are used to police and stratify entry into Australia prior to the border crossing),
pre-clearance systems prioritize border-crossers demographic characteristics (i.e., membership in
suspect groups) over individual claims.19
The irony that presents itself here is that this shift in regulatory scrutiny focuses attention on bodies
at the most granular level possible: the level of the individual. Preclearance regimes often include
certain body-specific preconditions for would-be ‘safe travelers’20 , including specific wording aimed
at establishing visual correspondence between a person’s physical appearance, and the (presumed
immutable) identifying characteristics on government issued identification. Consider the language of
Transport Canada’s 2011 amendment to its Identity Screening Regulations, which state:
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A) An air carrier shall not transport a passenger if . . . the passenger does not appear to
be of the gender indicated on the identification he or she presents (Verification of identity,
section 7(1))
B) . . . an air carrier may transport a passenger who presents a piece of photo identification
but does not resemble the photograph if . . . the passenger’s appearance changed for medical
reasons after the photograph was taken and the passenger presents the air carrier with a
document signed by a health care professional and attesting to that fact.21
Though this language was repealed in subsequent amendments to the law, its existence illustrated
the extent to which securitization had become inextricable from issues of gender, not to mention race,
class, sexual orientation, and ability.22 As critics of the language of the law argued, preclearance
stipulations, not to mention at-the-gate security measures designed to screen for suspicious activity,
had the effect of singling out pre- and non-operative trans people, as well as gender-nonconforming
and queer travelers as suspicious by definition.23
Despite the repeal of this language, the gendered nature of border securitization remains
unchanged. In the language of the updated Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada Chairperson’s
Guidelines, a similar, problematic language exists,
. . . to promote greater understanding of cases involving sexual orientation and gender
identity and expression (SOGIE) and the harm individuals may face in presenting their
cases before the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada (IRB) and establishes guiding
principles for decision-makers in adjudicating cases involving SOGIE.
That the IRB recognized an area of concern is laudable, yet the attempts at addressing it have,
paradoxically, reified the problem by entrenching gender as a space where difference becomes
inextricably bound to risk. In other words, the rise of the ‘biometric border’ as a new frontier in border
securitization has resulted in a reality where bodies themselves become sites that enclose multiple
boundaries.24 The result is that the biometric border:
. . . is the portable border par excellence, carried by mobile bodies at the very time as it is
deployed to divide bodies at international boundaries, airports, railway stations, on subways
or city streets, in the office or the neighborhood.25
The impacts of bordering processes on bodies are significant, especially for marginalized,
non-normative, and nonconforming bodies. Those travelers or refugees whose bodies challenge
normative conventions of sex and gender, such as a person who was assigned male at birth but
presenting as feminine or read as “woman”, may trigger a security response in spaces that have
evolved almost exclusively to scrutinize bodies for ‘irregularities’.26 Since security biometrics rely on
standardized patterns of bodies, deviations constitute a de facto rational for additional scrutiny and
explanation. Nonconforming bodies become subjects of pathologization and concern by virtue of their
existence. The apparatus of biometric bordering creates a contentious space where some bodies can be
declared “out of place” and therefore subject to increased scrutiny or even a refusal to grant entry at all,
as such bodies represent “anomalies” that trigger a host of security protocols in ports of entry such as
airports.27 Yet the categorization of variant bodies as “anomalous” under biometric protocols carries a
deeper philosophical concern: If biometrics are increasingly used to screen “anomalous” bodies, then
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the barriers experienced by trans and nonconforming travelers are unlikely to remain isolated to them
for long. Further, what are the implications of screening variant bodies when it comes to admitting and
excluding people from avenues to citizenship? What does the “ideal” Canadian immigrant look like?
Biometric bordering has two objectives: The first, as scholar Holger Pötzsch argues, is to “verify
identities by comparing passport or ID card information with the biometric characteristics with the
individual carrying the documents”.28 The second purpose of the biometric border is to establish the
reality of identity through the collection of personal information of all kinds to construct composite
images of a person’s day-to-day interactions.29 Relying on the growing body of electronic data about
each individual, these technologies may potentially turn each body into “data-doubles, the enactments
of which entail real material effects”.30 Such effects manifest into the question of border mobility,
which can differ from one identity to another. Everyone, depending on race, gender, sexuality or class
experiences the border and mobility differently.
In addition to profiling based on intersections of race, gender, sexual orientation, class or ability,
there is a development of coded categories that persons and groups will be sorted through.31 As some
observers have indicated, if data can be collected on consumers to be used for targeted advertising,
then the same systems can be deployed “to identify and isolate groups and persons that may be
thought as perpetrators of ‘terrorist’ acts”32 . Indeed, this social sorting “ . . . has become a standard
way of discriminating between different persons and groups for the purposes of providing differential
treatment”.33 How then, might these same processes be deployed around identifications rooted in
gender identity? In the early 1950s, intelligence agencies and law enforcement could use the group
affiliations of homosexual men and women to attack pro-gay activist or social networks under the guise
of combatting “criminal sexual psychopathy”34 ; clearly then, there is a precedent for such concern.
Borders occupy another, psychically powerful position in national discussions, in addition to their
regulatory role as a barrier around the state; borders are both a physical and cognitive barrier around
national identity as well as citizenship.35 The practice of bordering is an act of nation-building, with the
border acting as a literal and figurative container of the nation and its citizens.36 A delineation of the
border line determines where Canada begins and ends and therefore serves as a visual and emotional
proxy for where Canadians exist. Travelers who seek to gain entry to Canada, and ultimately, to become
citizens must do so in a manner that is not merely legally valid but narratively satisfying; stories in
national media about the transition of refugees from outside petitioners to full-fledged members of the
Canadian body-politic emphasize the legal routes taken by individual agents through the regulatory
regimes at Canadian borders. These narratives can be contrasted with the greater level of ambivalence
displayed by Canadians to the presence of unregulated, illegal border crossings by refugees fleeing the
United States in the first year of the Trump Administration37 and set against a backdrop of relative
ambivalence towards refugees in general.38
With the move towards biometric bordering, the Canadian state has opened the possibility of
an increasingly granular approach to managing the flows of labor, migration, and refugees across its
borders. This practice enables the possibility of controlling the flow of specific bodies across borders
and through the refugee claims process, such that the state can manage flows not only by category
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(high-skilled, medium-skilled or low-skilled labor, for example), but by body type or even by the
performance of gender.
For queer migrants, sexuality and gender identity become sites of tension—especially where these
identities come into conflict with traditional patterns of gender and sexual identity on display in a
state’s cultural discourse. For many countries in the Global North—Canada included—specific patterns
of gender and sexual identity are woven into the identity of the nation state. As Eithne Luibheid
argues, “heterosexuality [is] at once necessary to the state’s ability to constitute and imagine itself, [and]
simultaneously mark[s] the site of its own instability”39 . Luibheid points out that exclusion is also an act
that delineates what counts as an ideal citizen and further suggests that these arbitrary traits demonstrate
the nation’s insecurity with regard to its own self-image. Exclusion could be said to protect the traits of
those who belong to a nation, therefore strengthening the idea of who rightfully can belong.
If identities can affect border crossing mobility, then it is not the geographical border that matters
but rather the specific identities in question that are bordered; new technologies can complicate this
factor, especially in who can be bordered in the context of their class, race, nationality, gender or
sexuality. Queer migrants must often not only contend with the heteronormative culture of their
home nation, which might enforce strict adherence to gender binaries or adherence to compulsory
heterosexuality, but they also encounter the new nation’s own perspectives, which could be similar.
The state’s border control may in effect serve as an enforcer of preferred patterns of sexuality and
gender; both Canada and the US have, at different points in their histories, excluded homosexuals
from entering the country, for example, because homosexuality was argued to be a pattern of immoral
behavior. In the twenty-first century, biometric border practices may compromise “a critical technology
for (re)reproducing national heteronormativity within global and imperial fields”40 and national
heteronormativity.41
4. Performativity
If one accepts the preposition that national characters—and indeed national identities—are
distinctly gendered phenomena, then it must hold true that bordering practices within and around
states are similarly gendered. How else, after all, can the gendered national identity of a state be
maintained, without consideration given to the gendered identities and performativities of those
potential citizens who seek membership? Indeed, the gendered nature of border practices—of
bordering—has been recognized for quite some time, from examinations of the narratives of border
crossings,42 to deconstructions of national myths about ‘secure borders’ or nations as ‘safe havens’.43
The gendering of borders is not isolated to the securitization of nonbinary, queer or trans bodies but of
all bodies; young cisgender men—particularly unaccompanied men—are often scrutinized as potential
vectors for terrorist activity or simply as potential recruits for extant terrorist networks,44 which has
the practical effect both relaxing and hardening border permeability along gender lines; borders are
relaxed to accommodate bodies that conform to Western feminine ideals while remaining hardened
against those bodies seen as potential vectors of threat, criminality or violence.
Such patterns of gender selectivity are troubling enough, but they occur within a broader context
in which the performativities of the women and men being affected are both culturally intelligible
and generally accepted within the heteronormative framework of Canadian gender politics. Other
cases are not so simple, because while this pattern of gendering can be cause for alarm, it nevertheless
occurs in an epistemological space free from gender trouble—where gender performativities can be
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quickly and painlessly mapped to essentialist sex/gender dichotomies. In situations where refugees’
gender performativities fail to—or refuse to—map to heteronormative and cisnormative gender dyads,
the interpretation of gender (and, therefore, the degree to which the border becomes porous) must be
adjudicated by individual customs agents who may find such gender difference unintelligible or even
threatening. According to one post from the Lives in Transition blog, while some border security or
other customs personnel strive to make crossings comfortable, others can instead call an individual’s
identity into question, by seeing them as either a joke or even a threat.45
Despite continued calls for increased sensitivity and understanding on the part of border agents
and claims officials for nonbinary, queer, trans, and gender-nonconforming claimants and other
travelers, much of the Canadian legal precedent retains an essentialist perspective on the nature of
gender and sexual identity, which means that while some groups have found it easier to claim refugee
status in recent years, such claims remain problematic for queer and trans claimants.
Although AG. v. Ward set the precedent for refugee claims to be made based on fear of persecution
due to sexual orientation, it relied on an understanding of sexuality that was rooted in an essentialist
understanding of sexual orientation that could potentially serve to exclude sexual minorities other
than homosexuals from consideration for refugee status, largely by placing the burden of identifying
a claimant’s sexual or gender identity up to the processing agents at the border. In effect, it can
often come down to individual refugee and immigrations officers to determine what terms like
“gay”, “transgender”, “lesbian”, and “queer” mean in an operational context. Without clear—and
universal—definitions or understandings, refugee claimants may suddenly find parts of their identities
(even, crucially, the very part related to their claims of persecution) being scrutinized for authenticity by
agents whose own expertise in such matters may be deeply lacking. Some scholars have argued that the
current language of the Act is overly simplistic and that it could endanger potential claimants because
the definition of “innate or “unchangeable” carries essentialist definitions regarding the embodiment
of sexuality or gender.
The late legal scholar Nicole LaViolette, writing on the language of the Ward ruling, noted that:
. . . the decision in Ward, while a positive development, inappropriately classifies sexual
orientation as an immutable personal characteristic. It suggests lesbians and gay men are
deserving of international protection only because they cannot change the personal attribute
for which they are persecuted.46
The contrapositive to this, of course, is that if a personal attribute is not “immutable” and “unchanging”,
then they are not deserving of international protections. More practically, what such a ruling means is
that refugee claimants whose gender identity or sexual orientation does not fit into conventional, hetero
and cisnormative understandings may face discrimination at the border for those characteristics—the
same characteristics that are the source of their fears of persecution in the first place.
Put simply, a refugee attempting to cross into Canada might be denied entry for not performing
their sexual orientation or gender identity “right” to conform to the border agent’s understanding of
queerness. Claimants must effectively navigate Canadian cultural understandings of sex and gender
and attempt to embody them in order to be recognized as belonging to a marginalized group, even if
their own authentic lived experiences differ from Canadian cultural norms.47 In other words, refugee
claimants are incentivized to adopt Western patterns of behavior that reflect Western understandings of
gender and sexuality in order to be culturally intelligible to the border agents who serve as gatekeepers
to entry. Performances of sexual or gender identity that do not meet the cultural expectations of
these gatekeepers may result in claimants feeling forced to “prove” their marginalized position to the
satisfaction of border agents or risk deportation or the rejection of their refugee claim. Prospective
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claimants may not at all identify with this framework or understand it, which presents enormous
difficulty in communicating the gravity of their need.
Queer and trans migrants face the challenge of navigating Canadian society’s understandings of
sexuality or gender that often rely on two prominent narratives. The first of these narratives centers
on the performance of the “Respectable Same-Sex Couple” (RSSC), which stands in contrast to the
second, that of the sexually promiscuous, “queer” youth, a narrative closely associated with stereotypes
of drug use, infidelity, and “morally deviant” practices.48 As scholar Mariana Valverde argues, the
“Respectable Same-Sex Couple” is a new cultural and media phenomenon that shifts the rhetorical
representation of queer and trans people as deviants or non-normative people to one that emphasizes
the couple’s normative performances of marriage, financial independence, and respectability. Indeed,
this re-articulation of same-sex partnerships reflects a “normal” heterosexual lifestyle and “proper”
gender roles. The performance of such “respectability politics” comes at a cost. 49 In addition,
“respectability” is intersectional, as what it means in the Canadian context to be “respectable” (i.e.,
“normal”) is bound to considerations of class and race; a person or couple are respectable insofar as
they conform to white, middle-class patterns of behavior.50 Claimants whose backgrounds place them
outside of this normative space may face additional barriers to a successful claim as a result.
However, when we emphasize same-sex partnerships as functionally heteronormative in form
and practice and position this performance of queerness as the “correct” pattern of behavior, then a
kind of hierarchy of SOGIE performativity is established, and the further any one performance falls
from the “respectable” ideal, the less likely it is to be taken seriously or accepted as appropriate by
cultural and state apparatuses—including border services.51
Opposite the narrative of respectability are the culturally deviant, promiscuous, “alternative”
lifestyles that exist in opposition to normative mainstream life in which certain characteristics of
sexual minorities are founded on clear and fixed meanings—that there is a clear boundary between
heterosexual and homosexual identities that “require a public expression of private of behaviour”, for
instance.52 One such example of the cultural stereotype that validates identity is the gay bar, which is
often depicted as a space of drugs, desperation, and depravity, an avenue for infectious disease, and
other qualities that might betray the RSSC image. Nevertheless, the gay bar is stereotypically a site of
community, and attendance is often a signal of one’s inclusion in it. These two dominant stereotypes
in the Canadian context can inform how queer and trans asylum applicants may be understood,
but because these kinds of public expressions of identity are both culturally specific and require a
permissive legal context, this narrative poses a challenge to many refugees who attempt to construct a
compelling description of their persecution.
When adjudicators assess claims of perceived persecution based on “sexual orientation and
gender identity”, they may employ their folk knowledge when putting the claims to the test for
persecution53 . While recent memoranda and updated guidelines may facilitate the adoption of basic,
shared terminology among adjudicators, it remains unclear how much influence the guidelines will
have over individual adjudicators’ attitudes, which tend to reflect dominant cultural attitudes and
beliefs regarding gender and sexual minorities.
When faced with the knowledge that their sexual or gender identities may be misunderstood,
queer migrants are often incentivized to embody Western “coming out” narratives that are “based on a
specific cultural and gendered experience of sexuality that may not be more broadly applicable”54 .
These narratives, moreover, may fail to consider why queer migrants would conceal their identity,
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which could be detrimental to proving one’s “credibility” in their claim because if they were not “out”
(in the North American understanding of what it means to “come out of the closet”), there is the belief
that they did not face violence or persecution.55
A second, though equally important, challenge facing SOGIE claimants is that to prove their
well-founded fear of persecution by proving their identity as a member of a sexual or gender minority
group, they must deliberately—and publicly—perform an identity that they have in many cases spent
much of their lives hiding; repression of queer identity is often a survival strategy in states with
repressive laws and cultural norms. A lifetime spent hiding one’s identity in the face of systemic
cissexism and homophobia can leave such claimants with deep feelings of shame or guilt about their
identities, which can often translate into a reticence to effectively enact those identities on command.56
Paradoxically, SOGIE claimants that are afraid to disclose their identity for feelings of shame or fear
of discrimination may experience the same form of discrimination that led to the initial hesitance
while in midst of the asylum process, especially at the board hearings. When compounded by
cultural differences in the ways that SOGIE claimants understand and perform their identities, the
asylum process becomes even more complicated, and the risks to the claimants themselves greater. In
one example, queer activist and successful Canadian refugee claimant Val Kalende returned to their
native Uganda after describing incredible difficulty finding work and community in Canada.57 Their
experiences with the Canadian refugee system included being asked to confirm the stability of their
gender identity by providing letters from ex-partners and friends—some of whom had been murdered
in Uganda. In other words, to prove their queerness, Kalende was expected to place their friends and
family in Uganda at risk, while also being made to conform to a pattern of gender that included stability
as an element of its definition, when Kalende’s authentic self may have been more fluid. Kalende’s
experiences are also an important example of how the Canadian refugee system does little to assist
SOGIE claimants whose applications have been successful.
As some researchers have pointed out, the ways that SOGIE claimants articulate their gender and
sexuality may change over time and, throughout the course of their interactions with immigration
agents, those articulations might not always align to Western norms.58 These fluctuations in identity
formation and performance can pose problems when attempting to make claim based on SOGIE,
especially under Ward’s definition of sexuality as innate and unchanging.
Articulating one’s sexual orientation or gender identity poses challenges that add additional
difficulty unique to queer asylum claimants that other asylum claimants may not endure. For example,
those claiming asylum due to political opinion, nationality, and religion can be independently verified of
their belonging to a particular social group, whereas SOGIE are held to presenting a highly and individual
form of internal identification59 . These internal identifications are scrutinized by adjudicators such
that the claimants’ success may be contingent upon their ability to align their sexuality and gender
identity along Western, white or dominant embodiments of forming one’s sexual identity60 . SOGIE
asylum claimants must prove their internal identity and may be called on to do so by providing
objective documentary evidence, such as a current sexual partner, photographs or association with
LGBT community groups. Even though adjudicators prefer instances of “objective” evidence to
personal narratives, some alarming research indicates that the objective evidence is often “disregarded
as self-serving or staged” by individual agents or case workers.61
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5. Summary
Queer and trans refugee experiences at the Canadian border are unstable and fraught with
uncertainty, much of which is rooted in a legal landscape that relies on outmoded and empirically
dated perspectives about the realities of gender identity and expression. Despite the existence of
a legal tradition that ostensibly grants protection and refuge from gender-based persecution and
an international reputation as a progressive, refugee-friendly state,62 Canada’s laws governing the
regulation and admission of refugees fleeing gender-based persecution remains tied to essentialist
beliefs about the innate, hardwired nature of gender. While this sort of reductionist thinking can ease
regulatory headaches and provide for more clear-cut legal remedies to pressing issues, it can only
do so by erasing all those travelers and refugees whose gender either does not easily map to simple
dichotomies or that deny them entirely. In addition, rather than addressing this issue comprehensively
through law, Canadian agencies have adopted piecemeal and often short-lived solutions in the form of
memoranda of understanding or Chairperson ‘guidelines’ that have less force and effect (or longevity)
than formal law. Queer, trans, and other gender-nonconforming individuals seeking entrance into
Canada are therefore faced with the prospect of having multiple interpretations of their gender
identity assigned to them by claims agents and border security that may be significantly different from
one another.
This obstacle is compounded by the processes of biometric securitization that have become
ubiquitous at Canadian points of entry and which rely on the regulation, identification, and
differentiation of ‘suspicious’ bodies from ‘normal’ ones, leaving many queer and trans claimants
on the wrong side of a bordering process that might categorize them as risks simply for performing
gender differently.
Like other refugees fleeing gender-based persecution, queer and trans refugee claimants rely on the
Canadian state’s interpretations of the United Nations Convention on Refugees. Unlike other categories
of SOGIE claimants, however, the transitive or fluid nature of trans and queer gender performativities
renders any attempt at categorization unstable, and as a result, queer and trans claimants can face
additional procedural, bureaucratic, and legal hurdles in their attempts to successfully navigate
Canadian refugee systems. To maximize their chances, some trans and queer claimants might feel a
strong incentive to alter their gender expression, attempting to force it to conform to cissexual and
homonormative narratives of gay or lesbian identity. The result of such attempts is paradox, as queer
and trans refugee claimants engage in inauthentic gender performatives as a means of proving their
authentic gender-based persecution—forced to live a lie to live their truth.
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